TULA proteins bind to ABCE-1, a host factor of HIV-1 assembly, and inhibit HIV-1 biogenesis in a UBA-dependent fashion.
TULA, a recently identified UBA- and SH3-containing protein, has previously been shown to regulate cell signaling through protein tyrosine kinases. In order to search for novel functions of TULA, we identified, using mass spectrometry, proteins associated with TULA. ABCE-1 also known as RLI and HP68, a host factor of HIV-1 assembly, was found among TULA-associated proteins in these experiments. Considering an important role of ABCE-1 in HIV-1 assembly, we were compelled to analyze the effect of TULA on HIV-1 biogenesis. Our study provides evidence that TULA proteins substantially inhibit production of both sub-genomic and full-length HIV-1 viral particles and that the effect of TULA is dependent on UBA domain-mediated interactions. The primary role of ABCE-1 in the effect of TULA appears to be the recruitment of TULA to the sites of HIV-1 assembly where TULA interferes with the late steps of the HIV-1 life cycle, most likely by disrupting essential ubiquitylation-dependent events that remain to be identified.